Heavy Duty Designs

GUIDE TO CHOOSING YOUR
HDD SEAT COVERS
Start by clicking a vehicle type below:

UNIVERSAL VANS

UNIVERSAL CARS

TAILORED TO FIT FORD

TAILORED TO FIT

VAUX / REN / MERC / VW / NISSAN

4X4 PICK-UP

TRACTOR & PLANT
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UNIVERSAL CARS
The universal car seat cover range is designed to fit and protect seats in saloon, estate, and MPVs. All covers accept appropriate seatbelts, headrests
and armrests. The airbag compatible front cover is designed to cope with seat mounted side airbags. It will protect a seat from wear and tear but also
allow the airbag to deploy safely if necessary. The winged universal front seat cover is our best selling cover, designed for wider seat types found in most
modern cars. The universal front seat cover is designed for traditional narrower standard seat types. We also offer two options for rear seat protection.

FRONT
SEATS

REAR
SEATS

Does your car have an
airbag located in the
front seat?

Do you want a
semi-permanent cover
or temporary cover?

YES

NO

SEMI-PERMANENT

TEMPORARY

YOU NEED
Airbag Compatible

YOU NEED
Winged Universal Front

YOU NEED
Universal Car Rear

YOU NEED
Fast Fit Rear
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UNIVERSAL VANS
The universal van seat cover range is designed to fit and protect seats in modern vans. All covers accept appropriate seatbelts, headrests and armrests. The
airbag compatible front cover is designed to cope with seat mounted side airbags and allows the airbag to deploy safely. The winged universal front seat cover
is designed for wider seat types found in most modern vans and the universal front seat cover is designed for narrower standard seat types. The van passenger
double is designed to fit the passenger double seat. Before you make your final choice visit the tailored-to-fit sections of the website for full details on the range
of seat covers for all Ford vans and a growing range of Vauxhall, Renault, Mercedes, VW and Nissan vans.

FRONT
DRIVER’S SEAT

PASSENGER
SEAT

Does your drivers seat
have an airbag located in
the front seat?

Is your passenger seat a
double or single seat?

YES

NO

SINGLE

DOUBLE

YOU NEED
Airbag Compatible

YOU NEED
Winged Universal Front

YOU NEED
Airbag Compatible or Winged Universal Front

YOU NEED
Van Passenger Double
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TAILORED-TO-FIT
FORD
If you are looking for seat covers for a Ford van, visit the tailored-to-fit for Ford section of the website
where we have the most comprehensive range of tailored-to-fit seat covers for Ford vans.
Many modern Ford vans have integrated seating features such as fold-down desks, cup/drink holders,
under seat storage, fold and dive passenger seats and rear load area access for extra long loads
as well as rear seating in crew and chassis cab vans. Our tailored-to-fit seat covers are designed to
accommodate any particular seating feature a Ford van may have, allowing the driver to fully utilise
the seating functionality. As a preferred supplier to Ford we have, and will continue to, design and
develop the range as and when new seating types and configurations are introduced.
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TAILORED-TO-FIT VAN RANGE
VAUXHALL • RENAULT • MERCEDES
VOLKSWAGEN • NISSAN
The tailored-to-fit for Vauxhall, Renault, Mercedes, VW and Nissan range represents an ever expanding
and constantly growing range of seat covers. Continuing on from the success of our market leading
tailored-to-fit for Ford range we are striving to design and develop the widest range of tailored-to-fit
products for modern vans. The tailored design allows for an exact fit to the vehicle seats.
Many modern vehicles now have complicated fold-down desks, cup/drink holders, under seat
storage and rear load area access for extra long loads. Our tailored-to-fit seat covers are designed to
accommodate any particular seating feature the vehicle may have, allowing the driver to fully utilise
the seating functionality. If you cannot find the seat covers for the van you have in this section or the
Ford section of our website please visit the universal van section.
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UNIVERSAL 4x4 PICKUPS
The Universal 4 x 4 Pick-Up seat cover range is designed to fit and protect seats in 4x4 Pick-Ups. All covers accept appropriate seatbelts, headrests and armrests.
The airbag compatible front cover is designed to cope with seat mounted side airbags. It will protect a seat from wear and tear, but also allow the airbag to
deploy safely if necessary. The winged universal front seat cover is our best selling cover designed for wider seat types found in most modern 4x4 Pick-Ups. The
Universal front seat cover is designed for traditional narrower standard seat types. We also offer two options for rear seat protection. If you are looking for seat
covers to fit a Ford Ranger from 2013 onwards please visit the tailored-to-fit for Ford section of the website for details on what we can offer.

FRONT
SEATS

REAR
SEATS

Does your 4x4 Pick-Up
have an airbag located in
the front seat?

Do you want a
semi-permanent cover
or temporary cover?

YES

NO

SEMI-PERMANENT

TEMPORARY

YOU NEED
Airbag Compatible

YOU NEED
Winged Universal Front

YOU NEED
Universal Car Rear

YOU NEED
Fast Fit Rear
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TRACTOR & PLANT
The Tractor & Plant range is designed to fit and protect seats in a wide range of machines all of which
accommodate armrests, seatbelts and headrests. In addition we now offer a number of tailored-to-fit
Grammer seat covers including instructor seat covers.

